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Abstract: This exploratory study examines archival processing practices for sound recordings; primarily how and whether the practice of minimal processing termed “More Product Less Process” (“MPLP”) can be applied to audiovisual holdings. Twelve semi-structured interviews were conducted in the summer of 2012 with thirteen professionals representing eleven major audiovisual archives throughout the United States. Participants were asked to share their perceptions of minimal processing, to self-identify where their own processing practice falls along the minimal-maximal spectrum, to explain what factors go into their methodological choices, and to discuss the role or response of their users.

Generally speaking, those interviewed expressed an appreciation for the need to get collections out for use as quickly and efficiently as possible, but expressed concern over whether this was possible within a minimalistic framework. Nearly half of all respondents described their institution’s approach as trending towards the maximalist end of the spectrum, while acknowledging that priorities and descriptive levels were ultimately largely collection and context dependent. Although the small sample size of this study precludes generalizations on a larger scale, it is hoped that this project will stimulate discussion and provide some measure of useful data for examining the context and factors faced by current archival practitioners charged with overseeing significant audiovisual collections in the United States.
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